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PREFACE TO THE EDITIONS

The edition of a corpus of texts involves editorial decisions which are sensi-

tive to the nature of the corpus, its scope and its individual texts, but also

aims to keep the information provided manageable and useful to a wide

variety of audiences. For the purposes of the present volume on the history

of the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” both the choice of textual

material and the editorial treatment are necessarily pragmatic: all core texts

are presented in a critical edition for each of their extant versions. Some

ancillary texts are reproduced in diplomatic edition. The critical editions,

the first to be published to date, are intended to facilitate access to the texts

for researchers in and beyond the fields of late medieval and early modern

English history and the history of alchemy. Their presentation and the extent

of the critical apparatus balance the complexities of extant copies with an

aim for readability, as specified below. The diplomatic editions are intended

to provide further textual and cultural points of reference unencumbered by

their texts’ convoluted histories (which would move far beyond the imme-

diate context of the “Verses upon the Elixir”).

Each of the text editions is preceded by an introduction consisting of

summaries of the standard text’s relation to the poem “Verses upon the

Elixir”, variants, date of composition, author and title. It should be noted

that my identification of variants constitutes an original contribution to

scholarship: textual distinctions were not previously stated explicitly or con-

sistently in the available catalogues and literature. For poems, the NIMEV

reference is also provided. The manuscripts’ dates of composition are based

on information from the relevant libraries’ catalogues and secondary litera-

ture, as well as my own insights into the palaeography and chronological

order of the texts’ manifestations in the individual volumes. More infor-

mation on the texts’ position within the corpus, chronology, variants, sum-

maries of their contents and related literature may be found in Chapter 1, on

authorship and attribution issues in Chapter 2 above. The corpus texts’ rela-

tions are also visualised in a diagram placed before Chapter 1, which may

be a useful reminder of the conceptualisation of the corpus. Chapters 1 and

2 are not cross-referenced separately in the edition’s introductions for rea-

sons of conciseness. Similarly, titles preserved in extant manuscripts are not

repeated here but recorded in the Handlist of Manuscript Witnesses in the

Bibliography below.
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The discursive parts of each text’s introduction are followed by a list

of extant manuscript witnesses and the sigla they were assigned for the

purposes of the critical edition. Full copies and substantial fragments are

arranged in order of sigil (not manuscript shelfmark) and separately for each

version (where applicable), to facilitate perusal of the edition apparatus.

Sigla for version B texts are rendered in italics. Minor fragments, variants,

lost copies and, occasionally, witnesses I was not able to consult in per-

son are listed separately by shelfmark. Finally, bibliographical references

of notable early print publications of the texts have been provided. The

inclusion of full manuscript descriptions would have been unwieldy and

impracticable in the framework of the present volume. References to stan-

dard catalogues comprising the most comprehensive information about the

corpus’ manuscripts are supplied in the Bibliography below. The introduc-

tions for core texts of the corpus finish with a visualisation of the extant

witnesses’ relations in the form of stemmata. The principles of their com-

position and presentation are summarised separately below.

All edition copies providing the basic texts for the critical editions (indi-

cated by [edition copy] in the respective manuscripts lists) represent good

text versions, i.e., they agree with an identifiable standard or common

denominator of all surviving texts. Whenever more than one suitable copy

was available the most ancient exemplar was chosen. Where an edition

copy exhibits an unusual variant (a rare if inevitable phenomenon) a more

characteristic alternative was substituted from a copy closely related to the

edition copy, and the change recorded in the apparatus.

All text editions are based on normalised transcriptions which aim to

retain original features of the text in a reader-friendly presentation. Abbrevi-

ations and contractions have been interpreted, expanded and added letters

underlined accordingly. Spelling, punctuation and sentence division have

been preserved; also, the use of ‘u’ and ‘v’, ‘i’, ‘j’, ‘ij’ and ‘y’, of ‘ff ’ in initial posi-

tion, ð (‘eth’) and þ (‘thorn’, although replaced with a ‘y’ where palaeograph-

ically justified) and the original capitalisation have been retained. Changes

in script (generally concurrent with a change in language, e.g. from English

to Latin) are not marked up. Numerals and measurements are rendered as in

the exemplar where typographically possible (e.g. ‘C’ for ‘one hundred’), oth-

erwise transliterated; measurement symbols appear in translation; alchem-

ical symbols have been replaced with their linguistic Latin equivalents. In

these cases any varying notations in parallel texts have not been recorded.

All editorial procedures specified apply to both poems and prose texts.

The critical apparatus provides a complete record of meaningful varia-

tions in all parallel witnesses of a text. The apparatus follows the sequence
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of the main text, with variations identified by the lines in which they appear.

Omissions of significant words or lines, structural changes to a text (e.g.

the reversal of lines in couplets), additions and alterations of words and

variant renditions of passages constitute the bulk of the apparatus. Vari-

ations in word order and spelling variants have been ignored unless they

help or change the reading of a passage; conjunctions, prepositions, per-

sonal pronouns and other highly variable linguistic elements of the Mid-

dle and Early Modern English idiom were not considered in the apparatus.

Minor scribal errors are noted only where they affect a text’s historical recep-

tion or later manifestation in manuscripts. Similarly, marginal material has

been widely neglected, and scribal emendation generally been recorded

only if it appears in the main scribe’s own hand. As for the visual presen-

tation of the critical apparatus, spelling was retained for variations apply-

ing to a single witness only. However, whenever changes affect more than

one copy and the extant witnesses show different orthographical forms, the

spelling was modernised. Editorial notes used in the textual apparatus apply

to the following word only unless round brackets indicate their expansion

over a set of words. Round brackets may also indicate minor differences

in individual entries gathering otherwise similar variations from a number

of manuscripts. Square brackets and italicisation distinguish editorial com-

ments from the text proper (see also the abbreviations below).

The following editions have not been supplemented with a commen-

tary and glossary for several reasons. The corpus’ varying and vast stock

of terminology, references to alchemical equipment and procedures, pos-

sibilities of translation into alchemical practice and the development of all

these aspects over the course of more than two centuries provide a complex,

incongruent yet interconnected mass of information which could not be

captured adequately in editorial paraphernalia. The corpus’ wide-ranging

geographical and institutional affiliations, associations with named person-

alities, historical readers’ interpretations and literary influences remove the

possibility of providing accurate yet simple and elegant explanations of any

aspect of the corpus texts’ contents and meaning. However, the descriptions

in Chapter 1, the case studies forming the main focus of this book and mod-

ern editions of contemporary alchemica including a glossary or commentary

may serve as ancillary references for the editions presented here.1

The following editions are based on my own transcriptions and research,

aided in part by the kind individuals listed in the Acknowledgements above.

Any errors that remain are my own.

1 See e.g. Reidy, Thomas Norton’s Ordinal; Grund, Misticall Wordes.
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1. Abbreviations Used in the Critical Apparatus

a.m. alia manu

add. added

alt. altered

BL British Library

Bod Bodleian Library

canc. cancelled

corr. corrected to

CUL Cambridge University Library

ed./eds. editor(s)

f./ff. folio(s)

GUL Glasgow University Library

ill. illegible

ins. inserted

KCC King’s College Cambridge

l./ll. line(s)

MS/MSS manuscript(s)

om. omitted

prec. preceded by

repl. replaced by

s. saeculum

TCB Theatrum Chemicum Britannicum

TCC Trinity College Cambridge

TCD Trinity College Dublin

var. variation

[ ] editorial comment or addition

( ) unit of words added or altered;

or: minor variation in some witnesses

/ line break

2. Notes on the Stemmata

Core texts from the corpus around the “Verses upon the Elixir” are supplied

with a visualisation of the relation between their extant witnesses below.

These stemmata necessarily only provide a rough impression of the state

of affairs. The frequently tentative dating of manuscripts and the diagram-

matic confines of the stemma format limit the accuracy achievable with

this type of representation. Further, with an unknown but certainly sig-

nificant number of copies lost, relations between surviving witnesses are

illuminating from a linguistic and textual point of view but do not always

indicate material proximity, i.e. they do not necessarily imply that one copy-
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ist had the exemplar indicated in the stemma at hand when compiling

his own manuscript. Wherever such a material connection can be inferred

with certainty, and, pertinently, supported with external evidence about

the manuscripts and their production, this is mentioned in the main part

of this book (Chapters 1 through 6). Generally, however, it is judicious to

consider these stemmata scholarly tools, not depictions with an intrinsic

truth value. Based on significant variations in the texts these stemmata are,

nevertheless, good estimates of how the copied texts are related to each

other.

The mode of visual representation for the corpus texts’ stemmata was

chosen with care. It is, with some modifications, based on traditional (Lach-

mann) stemmata and intended to support an understanding of the history of

the individual texts, as well as of the entire corpus around the “Verses upon

the Elixir”, by merit of being particularly sensitive to the complex history

of the texts and their manuscripts.2 Changes to the traditional stemmatic

method include the elimination of a single urtext for each text. However,

whenever it is possible to infer the original existence of a lost witness act-

ing as a common ancestor for later copies this is indicated with a grey sigil

(x, y, z); this lost exemplar’s position in the stemma is necessarily pragmatic

rather than based on evidence of a date of composition. Where extant copies

show textual proximity to not one extant or lost exemplar, but rather to

several extant copies, they connect visually to a pertinent branch in the

stemma (without the presence of a placeholder sigil). Similarly, a connec-

tion of many copies to a single ‘lost exemplar’ (see e.g. “Richard Carpenter’s

Work” variants “Spain”/“Titan Magnesia”) indicates a group of texts show-

ing striking similarities rather than implying the actual existence of such an

exemplar.

Generally, full texts are identified as exemplars of fragments and not

vice versa; but occasionally the textual links prove so strong that it seems

that the exemplar is, indeed, a fragment supplemented with lines from

another, unidentified exemplar. In those cases the stemma should be read

accordingly.

Finally, I have adapted the width of connecting lines in the stemmata’s

branches to reflect the conclusiveness of relevant evidence about the copies’

relations. Solid lines represent fairly certain connections between witnesses,

while fainter lines indicate likely but more tentative relations between texts.

A full stop after a sigil (see e.g. A6 in the stemma for the Verses version B)

2 See also my brief discussion of textual criticism and stemmatics in Chapter 2 above.
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denotes a “dead end”, a copy personalised so much by its writer that it is

unlikely to have served as an exemplar for later copies.

Any peculiarities of representation applying to individual stemmata only

have been mentioned with the relevant stemma.
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